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What is the ‘Office Home’?

‘Office home’ is a new way of
perceiving the office space and
exploring what to consider when
planning a new workspace.
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Making sure employees have the benefits of home luxuries yet still
have the necessities of a workplace will be a powerful tool for enticing
employees to return to the office, not to mention hiring new talent and
retaining people. Making an office more convenient, is in my opinion, what
is currently lacking in many workplaces.
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Food for thought

Workplace
Evolution

86%

See appendix for sources

of employees
working
flexibly during
lockdown

2/3 employees
identified the blurred
boundaries between
work/home as a key
negative aspect of
working from home.

19%
(2.1 million)

Since the pandemic hit, we
have seen a significant shift
in how people work, whether
from home, in a co-working
space or a more traditional
office. Everyone has had to
make changes and even some
sacrifices regarding when,
where and how they work.

“

The abrupt
transition from
the traditional
office to home,
whilst sustaining
a daily working
output, was
difficult
for most.

The scenario for many went
from working in a traditional
office and being present to
working from home overnight.
The abrupt transition from
the traditional office to the
home was difficult for most,
but many welcomed the
change. The vast majority, me
included, saw working from
home as a new luxury; it was
different and exciting. Yet,
after a few months, there was
no foreseeable end in sight.
Employers and employees alike
began to ask how we could
make this process work and
ensure that the home setup
was more efficient, ergonomic
and better for the individual.

minutes

reduce commuting time
spend more time with family
employer likely to encourage me
to be productive
fear of catching virus
for the environment
mental health reasons
spend more time on other things
other
other physical health reasons
0%

“
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Female
Male
Top reasons why employees would like to/
think they will work from home after the
COVID-19 lockdown has ended
10%

20%

30%

40%

14% of
commuters

50%

60%

70%

80%

Many
identified
increases
in housework and
childcare as a negative
experience of working
from home.

Many increased
their childcare
roles and have cited
spending time with
children and partner as some
of the key positive aspect of
working from home

travel over
42 miles a day

5

is the average
commute time
in the UK

62

Collected a
new pet in
lockdown  

£66.31
is the average UK
workers spends a
month travelling to
and from work.

58% of
people

Had
blurred
boundaries
between
work and
home
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MEETIN G
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R ECEPT I O N

The traditional office space
Vs working from home
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Home

C LEANERS

SOCIAL

PRIVACY

NO DRESS CODE

A I R C ONDITIONING

COLLABORATIVE

NO COMMUTE

FAMILY

GOOD C OFFEE

EQUIP M ENT

COMFORT

CHILD MIN DING
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The traditional working day no
longer works for most people.
Our lifestyle and schedule
shifted dramatically during
the pandemic, emphasising
flexibility and access to home
luxuries and outdoor spaces.
We replaced our commute
time with general life admin
tasks and spent more time with
family, leading to physically and
mentally healthier lifestyles.
Yet whilst working from home
has given us untold flexibility,
we didn’t have easy access
to collaboration spaces and
staff interaction that the office
provides and is important for
mental wellbeing. Whilst the
employee’s list of negatives
concerning the office space
has continually grown, so

has the demand for basic
office necessities such as
printing, cleaners, meeting and
collaboration spaces, and a
good cup of coffee. Perception
and the negative connotations
of the office space are what we
now have to challenge when
designing spaces. We must
make sure that we listen to
those who use the space to
understand how it can work
for them in a viable way for the
overall business.
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LAUNDRETTE
What are the barriers for
staff working in the office?

Is this a time for dealing
with difficult questions for
employers? Yes. Employees
are now demanding more of
their place of work; they are
comfortable at home and now
expect nothing less when they
venture into the office; even
more so as they are making an
effort to commute in.

GYM/FITNESS CENTRE

DAY CARE
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DOG FRIENDLY
Office Principles

Employers are now recognising
this and adjusting to suit. What
happens when an employee
says, ‘I bought a dog in the
lockdown, I can’t just leave her
at home all day, I can’t come
back to the office’? Or perhaps,
‘I have to do the nursery drop
off and pick up, which means I
need you to allow me to work
flexibly’. Perhaps they are now
used to doing their laundry on
their lunch break to negate the
need to do this at the weekend,
or they say ‘the traffic is terrible
in rush hour, I want to start and
finish early’.

The ‘office home’ aims to
educate both employers and
employees that the idea of a
traditional office and setting,
so many of us know, is no
longer a viable option. Our
team continually challenges
the traditional office to make
it more appealing to returning
staff and ensure that it
becomes a central hub.
Considering simple ideas such
as fully private sleep pods, a dog
crèche or even a launderette either within the office space or
in the near vicinity of the office
- are bringing home luxuries
and conveniences into the
workplace.
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What is the next step
in this evolution?

“

Bringing the
best of both the
traditional office
and the home
into one place.

“

It sounds simple, but the next
stage in the process is bringing
the best of both the traditional
office and the home into one
place, where coming to the
office benefits the business and
the individual.

T EC H N O LO GY

C L EA N ERS

C O M PA N Y C U LT U RE

EN V IRO N M E N TA L LY
F RIEN DLY

C O M M U N IT Y SP IRIT
C O M F O RTA B L E
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C O L L A BO RAT IV E
SPAC ES

SU P ER FA ST W I F I

P RIVAT E

A IR C O N DITI O N I N G

F L EXIBL E

SO C IA L
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OUTDOOR
SPACE
COMMS
WELLNESS
ROOM

U NIVERSAL
WC’S

HOT
OFFICES

DOG CRÈCHE
PRIVATE
SLEEP PODS

SHOWERS

MULTI-FAITH
ROOM

SUPER
FAST WIFI

GAM ES
ROOM

QUIET
ZONES

BREAKOUT
PRINT/
POST
STORE

TOWN
HALL
SPACE

BIKE
STORE

LOCKERS

COLLABORATION
SPACES
LAU NDRE TTE

What are now the essential
spaces in a workplace?

TOP PERFORMING
MEETING ROOMS

COMFORTABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

COLLABORATIVE COMPANY
SPACES
CULTURE
FLEXIBLE

SOLO WORKING PODS

RECEP TION
FIRST AID
ROOM

LOUNGE

A tricky question, as all companies
are different and require bespoke
solutions tailored to their staff and
type of industry/workstreams.

In addition, we need to be
providing the absolute best in IT
equipment, software, connectivity
and desk/room booking systems.

However, we need to seriously
Due to the push to reduce built
consider incorporating new spaces environments and the need for
such as:
online Teams/Zoom calls, acoustic
solutions such as sound masking
and baffles have become more
DOG CRÈCHES
prominent in conversations,
MULTI FAITH ROOMS
leading to fully integrated zoning
WELL-BEING ROOMS
systems in our spaces, circadian
lighting solutions have come
BIKE STORES
back into play to enhance staff
SHOWERS
wellbeing

SOLO WORKING PODS
DRYING ROOMS

BABY
CRÈCHE

WORK
STATIONS

PRIVATE

SOCIAL
COMMUNITY AIR
CLEANERS SPIRIT CONDITIONING

LAUNDRETTES
GAMING ROOMS
UNIVERSAL WC’S
PRIVATE SLEEPING PODS
GYMS
...THE LIST GOES ON!
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Office furniture is not
the complete answer

In recent months we have seen
a steady and increasing rise in
the cost of furniture on projects
because of the necessity to
be flexible. Whilst it makes
good business sense not to
commit to more significant
figures, it leaves returning staff
pondering what future changes
they may see.

Being led by employees and
those who use the space is
more important than ever.
Understanding the value of
workplace audits is pivotal to
enticing employers to return to
the office instead of being told
to.

In addition, are those changes
significant enough to return to
the office and adapt to a new
working schedule and routine?

“

“

Being led by employees and
those that use the space is more
important than ever.
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What will the
future look like?

I believe the future is bright for
office space. It’s an exciting time
to be in our industry and I’m
curious to see what comes next.
As the article title suggests, I
think we’ll see an ‘office home’
standard emerge from this;
offices where employees are
empowered to ask the difficult
questions of their employers
to help mould the workplace
around their needs, places that
encourage their use without
the need to be encouraged to
use them.

“

If you would like to find out
more about how Office
Principles could help you with
understanding your workplace
and how we could adopt this
new way of designing spaces
into your workspace, please get
in touch today.

Offices where employees are
empowered to ask the difficult
questions of their employers to
help mould the workplace around
their needs.

Office Principles

“
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Appendix

About the author Nathan Watson, Creative Director

University of Birmingham
& University of Kent (June 2021)

A lauded, lead creative who has
been fast-tracked throughout
his career, thanks to a passion
for the intricacies in providing
unique design work, Nathan
has an illustrious portfolio
which reflects his talent and
the scope of his work.

Authors: Heejung Chung, Hyojin Seo, Sarah Forbes, and Holly Birkett
Available at: https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-social-sciences/
business/research/wirc/epp-working-from-home-COVID-19-lockdown.pdf
Accessed: 23/12/2021

Pet Food Manufacturers’ Association (2021)
Covid-19 Pet Survey

“

We spend a lot of
time at the office,
so it’s right that we
should enjoy the
experience and make
the space work in our
favour.

Authors: PMFA
Available at: https://www.pfma.org.uk/news/pfma-confirms-dramatic-rise-in-petacquisition-among-millennialsAccessed: 06/01/2022

Moneybarn (2019)

“

Nathan’s role at Office
Principles is to lead the design
team, guiding and influencing
distinctive and exceptional
designs. He likes to work
closely with the client to ensure
that the final results reflect the
vision and will  positively impact
on productivity, while making a
real difference to the quality
of the working day for the
end-user.

Working from home during the COVID-19 Lockdown:
Changing preferences and the future of work

Global Commuter Index Ranking the Best Cities for Green
Commuting & Commuter Wellbeing
Authors: Moneybarn
Available at: https://www.moneybarn.com/commuter-index/
Accessed:  06/01/2022

Lloyds Bank (2019)

Classification: Public

•
•

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Interior Design
BCO award winner

NATHAN WATSON
Creative Director, Office Principles

6th September 2019
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BRITISH WORKERS SPEND 492 DAYS OF THEIR LIVES
TRAVELLING TO WORK
 Britain’s commuters spend 492 days travelling to work at a cost of £37,399 over a
lifetime
 One in five (21%) say their commute has become less reliable over the past 5 years and
a third (33%) say it is more crowded
 East Midlands named the best region for commuting in the UK

How Britain Lives

British workers are spending over 10 days (251 hours) travelling to and from work every year, at an annual
cost of almost £800 (£795.72), according to new research by Lloyds Bank.
With an average journey time of 65 minutes each day, commuters are set to spend around 70 weeks’
worth of time (492 days) travelling for their job during their working life, at a total cost of £37,399.*

•

Constructing Excellence award winner

•

Mixology short-list

T: 0118 9131811
E: info@officeprinciples.com

Part of Lloyds Bank’s ‘How Britain Lives’ study, the UK-wide analysis conducted in partnership with
YouGov, also found that despite the time and expense, almost half of workers (47%) like their commute
and one in twenty (7%) go as far as to say they love their journey into work.
Commuting clearly divides opinion, with a third of workers disliking their commute (36%), one in five (21%)
saying it has become less reliable over the past five years, and a third (33%) claiming it is more crowded
than half a decade ago.

Londoners have the longest commute in the UK
With an average daily commute of 84 minutes, people living in London experience the longest journey to
and from work in the UK, almost double that of those living in the East Midlands (49 minutes) or Wales (52
minutes).
Those living in the South East (75 minutes) and the East of England (69 minutes) also face higher-thanaverage commuting times.

Lloyds Bank Press Team:
Adam McGee, Adam.McGee@lloydsbanking.com, 07776 671159
Lynsey Cheshire-Willis, Lynsey.Cheshire-Willis@lloydsbanking.com, 07595 124294
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Authors: Lloyds Bank and YouGov
Available at: https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/assets/media/press-releases/
lloyds-bank/2019/how-britain-lives---commuting/lloyds-bank---commuting-.pdf
Accessed:  06/01/2022
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